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Sustainable in Every Fiber

Innovation and 
Sustainability: The 
Heart of INEXPACK

Eco-Innovation: INEXPACK's 
Sustainable Future

Produtos InexPack

A package of truth and made of responsibilities

The Sustainable Choice

Discover the Inexpack Difference!
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Since its founding in 2003, INEXPACK has stood out for its 

innovation and commitment to sustainability. With the 

pioneering "Third Millennium Project", launched in 2005, the 

company redefined packaging standards for food and chemical 

products, prioritizing modern and competitive. INEXPACK is 

proud of its trajectory marked by excellence, always aligned 

with ethical, environmental and social principles.

Focusing on innovation, INEXPACK brings to the 

packaging market, the combining advanced 

technology with environmental responsibility to 

create a brighter future sustainable.
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Developed with biodegradable materials that decompose 

efficiently and ecological, minimize damage to ecosystems, 

avoiding pollution by micro plastics that affect marine and 

terrestrial life. Generates significantly lower carbon emissions, 

promotes efficient recycling and reuse of its packaging.
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Av. Dez de Dezembro, 6711 Londrina – PR

We use environmentally friendly and 

biodegradable materials, ensuring 

sustainable packaging that reduces 

environmental impact and promotes 

resource conservation natural.

We adopt advanced technologies and 

efficient methods that minimize waste, 

save energy and optimize the use of 

resources, ensuring more 

efficientproduction clean and sustainable.

We implement innovative recycling and reuse 

programs, encouraging the circularity of 

materials and contributing to a more 

sustainable economy, aligned with 

environmental responsibility practices.
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